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Julie delayed having her first mammogram, even though she 
knew she should due to her family history. Her grandmother 
died from breast cancer and her mother was diagnosed with 
breast cancer at the young age of 36, Julie was still hesitant. 

Julie Boyer has been a registered nurse since 2000 and had 
worked for Kaiser Permanente since 2007 in the Labor and 
Delivery Department at the Fontana Medical Center. She 
faithfully performed her monthly breast self-examinations and 
hadn’t felt any lumps to give her concern. 

Julie always emphasized to her patients the importance of 
having a baseline mammogram completed. But, still, she 
hesitated to take her own advice. She said smiling, “Nurses, are 
the worst at taking care of ourselves.” 

In December 2012, Julie decided to have her first mammogram. 
She had been feeling tired and couldn’t figure out why, so she 
decided it was a good time to have a base line mammogram 
done. 

Julie received her diagnosis two days before Christmas 2012. 
The radiologist determined from the ultrasound there were two 
lumps in her right breast. She was “extremely overwhelmed” by 
the news that she had stage one breast cancer.
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Julie was a busy-single, 39-year old mother, raising three 
teenagers. “I’m a caregiver and I was scared that I was going 
to die. I was in denial that this could happen to me and 
experienced a lot of grief,” she said. This was a difficult time 
for her family but was grateful to have the love and support of 
family and colleagues. 

In February 2013, Julie had a radical skin sparing mastectomy 
at Kaiser Permanente Fontana Medical Center. After having 
implants put in, the skin of both breasts turned necrotic, with 
infection and required another surgery to remove the implants. 

Julie decided to undergo a “TRAM flap” procedure, which 
removes skin from her stomach, ensuring enough skin for the 
total reconstruction of both breasts. 

Before Julie’s diagnosis, she was the sole support for her family, 
also working as an emergency medic for “Best in The Desert”, 
an off-road racing organization. Through this experience she 
fell in love with off-road racing.

Julie wanted to create a resource for women with breast cancer 
to help them, during this frightening time. In 2018, she 
founded “RACE Aid” or “Rapid Access Cancer Expense”, a 
non-profit organization dedicated to providing cancer patients 
with financial and educational assistance for those who are 
fighting cancer in the off-road community. “We want to help 
relieve the worrying that occurs during cancer treatment 
through our non-profit organization,” she stated.

In 2016, Julie transferred to KP Kern 
County in the Ob-Gyn Department. 
Today, she takes better care of 
herself by eating healthy, running 
two miles each day, and lives each 
day to the fullest. She finds the 
greatest satisfaction in helping 
others through her non-profit and 
continues to enjoy off-road racing 
with her husband, Rick. For more 
information about Julie’s charity go 
to: www.raceaid.net 




